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…most hours of sunshine
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Agriculture, Energy, Tourism: 
….. The southwest Alberta economy is shaped by our natural assets

… birthplace of the wind industry in Canada



History, culture and landscapes ---

5 UNESCO World Heritage Sites

Banff National Park

Waterton-Glacier Int’l Peace Park

Head-Smashed in Buffalo Jump

Dinosaur Provincial Park

Writing-on-Stone Provincial Park

Waterton Biosphere Reserve

Waterton-Glacier 

Provisional International Dark Sky Park
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Where river systems flow into three oceans ….



Highways connect cities, towns, villages ….
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and…people and nature …
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THE  IDEA

Could Highway 3 be an “Electric Highway”? 



THE PURPOSE
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An EV Charging Station Network …

❖ Create visitor experiences that highlight regional strengths;

❖ Attract early adopters and new travellers to the region;

❖ Link our regions; extend BC network into AB; connect to MT; 

❖ Accelerate electric vehicle adoption;

❖ Reduce GHG emissions related to the transportation sector.



THE  PROCESS AND PARTNERS
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❖ 40 Rural Communities

❖ 3 Cities

❖ Energy and Supply Industries

❖ Post-secondary Education

❖ 3 Levels of Government:

Local, Provincial, Federal
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THE PLAN … for Places
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THE  PLAN … for People
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Install, Electrify, Energize!
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POSSIBILITIES
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EVAA Video Contest

Electric Vehicle Association of Alberta 

contest invites EV drivers to create 

their own videos addressing the top 

questions they get about their cars!

Peaks To Prairies is contributing to judging the 

videos and supplementing the awards. 

Videos will be a resource on EVAA 

website and Peaks to Prairies website.
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Ambassador interview series

Engage 4 drivers to have a recorded Zoom conversation 

and release the videos in series. 

Topics proposed are:

- EVs for commuting

- EVs in winter

- EVs for travel

- EVs for adventure
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Influencer Campaign

Much of the marketing and awareness campaign relies on 

networks of existing EV drivers, AND

it will be advantageous to engage a broader audience, not just 

the “already converted”. 

Social media influencers:
Example: YouTube video of family day trip driving an EV for the first time; a visit to 

Vulcan, with scenic route back to Calgary via Longview. 

Audience: 11, 800 YouTube subscribers, mostly male, aged 25-34.

A Tesla Model S is available 

via Turo Car Rental, Calgary

to rent for 2 days. 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

http://wccftech.com/elon-musk-tesla-software-range-anxiety/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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Webinars

Here you are!

Welcome to this first information discussion on e-mobility –

The (so to speak!) “current” and future opportunities! 

The goal is to ensure community leaders are knowledgeable 

about EV travel and understand the benefits to residents and 

communities. 

An opportunity to share information, 

- understand MCCAC incentives, 

- connect with  industry and service providers
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Celebrations

Ribbon-cuttings 

Short videos 

created with content from communities 

celebrating their stations.. 

Opportunity for communities to provide 

- photos and content relevant to their community

- description of why being a part of the EV Network is beneficial 

to the community as well as future visitors.
Edited video (20-30 seconds) can overlay narrative with imagery. 

Media release for each community will have a link to the video.
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EV Experience Videos

Four (60-90 second) videos that will dovetail regional tourism 

messaging with EV education: connect with the benefits of an EV.
Promote videos through social media channels, partners and stakeholders.

EV Project Video
A “commercial-style” compilation video (45-60 second) will promote 

the network and the opportunities for regional tourism. 

Simple narration: 

“Explore the culture, beauty and opportunity of Southern Alberta with 

electric vehicle fast charging 

now available in communities across the region. 

Welcome to electric adventures from Peaks To Prairies.”
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Partnerships – Innovation - Visitor Economy

“The difficulty lies not so much 

in developing new ideas 

as much as 
escaping from the old ones.”

Economist John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946) 


